COMPANY LAW

COMPANY LAW – LTD WITH OWN NAME – WHETHER GOVERNED BY CIVIL SERVICE RULES – IS CONTROLLING SHARES SYNONYMOUS WITH OWNERSHIP – A Limited liability company is not governed by Civil Service Rules. Controlling shares is not synonymous with ownership – OKOMU OIL PALM CO V ISERHIENRHIEN 2001 85 LRCN 873.


COMPANY LAW – LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY – NOT GOVERNED BY CIVIL SERVICE RULES – OKOMU OIL PALM CO. LTD V ISERHIENRHIEN 2001 85 LRCN 873.

COMPANY LAW – ORAL EVIDENCE OF RESOLUTION OF A COMPANY – Oral evidence is admissible, it need not be the minute book alone – NSIRIM V ONUMA CONSTRUCTION CO. 2001 85 LRCN 974